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 How do Cryptoassets work? 

 How are Cryptoassets abused? 

 Crypto Governance and Regulations 

 Image Analysis 

 Ordainsare (AI analysis of transactions and actors) 

 Dark Web Monitor 

 GraphSense (Cryptoasset forensics) 

Competitive hands-on challenges using the Anti-FinTer

Toolbox 

Face-to-face discussions and feedback with tool developers

During this community event, three core activities of Anti-FinTer

were available to the participants. (a) Fundamentals of

Cryptoassets were discussed along the line of how they work and

how they are abused. (b) Training on the technical tools that are

made available and linked together by the project. (c) Applying

new expertise and capabilities during a full day capture-the-flag

event.

The event combined three sessions: 

    1. Knowledge Hub meeting - Cryptoasset Fundamentals: 

a.

b.

    2. Training sessions 

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

   3. Hackathon 

a.

b.

 Next Community Event to take place in May 2023 in The Hague.
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Consortium Meeting - Sep '22

The second Consortium Meeting was organised in parallel to the

Community Event in Madrid on the 14th September 2022, where

9 partners participated. Work carried out over the first nine

months of the project was reported, potential risks were reviewed,

and the next steps were discussed. 
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Upcoming Event

1st Seminar
Modern Technologies for combating terrorism financing

Security projects presentation

Anti-FinTer project demos

CTC project demos

Panel discussion #1: “AI technologies for combating terrorism financing” 

Within the context of ISFP project Anti-FinTer and together with our sister project CTC Project, a two-day

seminar is organised on 'Modern Technologies for combating terrorism financing' which is to be held on

7th and 8th February 2023 in Athens, Greece. During the event, the following sessions will take place:

1.

2.

3.

4.

       Chair: Ass. Prof. Georgios Th. Papadopoulos (HUA/FORTH), Dr. Asterios Leonidis (FORTH)

  5. Panel discussion #2: “Abuse of crypto-assets for illicit terrorist profits” 

      Chair: Dr. Ross King (AIT)

  6. Panel discussion #3: “Tackling terrorism financing: Operational and LEA perspectives” 

      Chair: Mr. Efstathios Skarlatos (KEMEA)

SEMINAR

VERSATILE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES FOR REVEALING ONLINE CROSS-
BORDER FINANCING ACTIVITIES OF TERRORISM

7-8 February, 2023
Athens, Greece

This project has received funding from the European
Union's ISFP-2020-AG-TERFIN program under the
Grant Agreement No. 101036262

Modern Technologies for combating 
terrorism financing

A joint initiative of EC funded ISFP projects 
Anti-Finter and CTC
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Event Participation

New Technologies Forum: Law Enforcement in Web 3.0 
CFLW Cyber Strategies presented findings on terrorist use of crypto-assets, arising from a study conducted

as part of the Anti-FinTer project during the event 'New Technologies Forum: Law Enforcement in Web 3.0'

organised by INTERPOL on 15th to 17th November 2022.

1st webinar

Introduction to Anti-FinTer project by Dr Ross King - Project Coordinator, AIT

"Follow-the-actor - financial investigation strategy and use of visual analytics" by Dr Asterios Leonidis -

FORTH

"Weaponize the Dark Web for OSINT" by Capt. Spiros Papageorgiou - Pireaus University

"Experience of UCIPS in terrorism funding" by Prof. Zvonimir Ivanovic - University of Criminal

Investigation and Police Studies (Police Academy Serbia)

"New investigative techniques with Dark Web Monitor" by Dr Mark van Staalduinen - CFLW

"Darknets and Ransomware, an analysis of victims and sectors affected in 2021" by Carlos Cilleruelo

Rodríguez - Associate Lecturer University of Alcala

Anti-FinTer organised the first webinar in July 2022 titled “The Anti-FinTer approach and Knowledge Hub

in support of countering terrorism financing”. The overall objective was to develop interaction between the

project and relevant stakeholders, including National Authorities and European Institutions, and the public.

The 1st Webinar constitute a practical and attractive way in which Anti-FinTer aspires to use the knowledge

exchange among stakeholders and the documentation of best practices in the area of terrorist financing

associated with activities in the Dark Web, crypto-assets, new payment systems and dark net marketplaces. 

The following sessions were available:

Joint Union Actions Event for DG HOME Projects awarded in
2019 and 2020

create a networking platform for projects and to strengthen synergies between the Union actions and

national programmers;

share best practices in the area of project management, communication & dissemination as well as risk

management;

ensure and strengthen a common understanding of mutual expectations between the Commission and

the project beneficiaries.

Anti-FinTer was represented by Dr Ross King at the Joint Union Actions Event for DG HOME Projects

organized in Brussels on 26.09.2022. The event was organised for beneficiaries of projects awarded under the

2019 and 2020 Annual Work Programmes, and brought together almost 200 projects, under both AMIF and

ISF funds, representatives of DG HOME and other European Commission services, as well as other relevant

stakeholders.

The event aimed to:
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Anti-FinTer Tools  

GraphSense Cryptoasset Analytics Platform

The GraphSense Cryptoasset Analytics Platform has been developed as an open-source framework by the

Austrian Institute of Technology over the course of multiple nationally and internationally funded research

projects. GraphSense is now an evolving community project fuelled by contributions from both academia

and industry.

GraphSense is designed as an extensible and scalable analytics platform for running customized analytics

tasks on data gathered from multiple blockchains and other contextually relevant sources, such as exchange

rate services. Technically, GraphSense contributes reusable building blocks that can easily be integrated into

an ETL or cryptoasset analytics pipeline. Furthermore, it introduces the notion of TagPacks, which support

collaborative collection and provenance-aware curation of attribution tags, which are valuable data points in

most cryptocurrency forensics tasks that link off-chain information with cryptocurrency addresses.

GraphSense provides an API that enables analytics tasks on pre-computed graph abstractions, including the

so-called address and entity graphs, which reflect the main structural elements of cryptoasset ecosystems:

actors, who interact with each other and are linked together through cryptoasset transfers.

It also provides a dashboard for basic interactive investigations, which lowers the entry barrier for non-

expert users. This dashboard can be used to carry out follow-the-money investigations that uncover

cryptocurrency money flows that could support terrorist financing or other types of illegal activities. 

Since the start of the Anti-FinTer project, two GraphSense releases (0.5.2 and 1.0) have been published on

GitHub and AIT has worked to deploy these releases for the Anti-FinTer project on their hosted instance.

Release 0.5.2 introduced the support for separate TagStores and better user access control. It also provides a

revised and optimised tagpack workflow by decoupling the expensive graph-abstraction computations from

TagPack handling and processing.

The major GraphSense release V1.0 also comes with a number of new features. Most importantly, the

Ethereum ingest component has been updated to be compatible with the Ethereum proof-of-stake merge

deployed in September 2022. The dashboard component has been newly implemented using the Elm

(https://elm-lang.org/) framework. Elm is a functional programming language for building front-end web

applications, and the new implementation increases the maintainability, usability, and performance of the

web-based user interface. Finally, cryptoasset addresses are now synchronized in near real-time with the

supported blockchains, which is an essential first step for real-time analytics. 

The GraphSense dashboard is one of four components in the Anti-FinTer Toolkit that were presented at the

Anti-FinTer Community Event in Madrid (September 2022), through both a dedicated training event, and

the Hackathon. A stand-alone version of GraphSense, useful for training, is also under development and

planned to be delivered at the end of the project.

For more information, see https://graphsense.info/.
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Knowledge Hub

The Anti-FinTer project proposes a pan-European and multi-disciplinary knowledge hub, incorporating

participants from LEAs, academia, the private sector and any interested stakeholder. The hub encourages

the implementation of knowledge sharing which are crucial for achieving efficient and in-depth

communication of all involved stakeholders. The Knowledge Hub aims to serve as a long-term enabling

factor supported by EACTDA to keep up with the developments in this particular field and to introduce

appropriate solutions, beyond the lifetime of the project.
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This is a key sharing platform of good practices as well as in depth knowledge to combat abuse of new

technologies in terrorist financing. In 2022, seven Virtual Knowledge Hub meetings were organized:

29 June - Operations Analysis of Crypto-assets in Terrorist Financing (CFLW) 

24 August - Dark Web abuse for Terrorist purposes (CFLW)

21 September - Europol capabilities to combat terrorist financing (Europol)

12 October - Disrupting Terrorism Financing (Binance)

2 November - Societal, Ethical, Legal and Privacy Factors (University of Limerick)

23 November - Towards Collaborative Crypto-address Attribution (Iknaio)

14 December - Seizing Virtual Assets and Best practices and challenges (INTERPOL)

Anti-FinTer Community Resources

Dark Web Monitor 

Dark Web Monitor is an Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) repository that provides insights into criminal

and fraudulent activities facilitated by dark web and virtual assets. Encrypted darknets, like Tor or I2P, have

become a safe-haven for criminals and terrorists who exploit technical anonymity. For the Anti-FinTer

project, links have been developed to GraphSense on sharing TagPacks to contextualize crypto-asset

transactions with types of crime. This step is important to de-anonymize crypto asset transactions with

respect to intent or motive. Second, a series of terrorism-related images are extracted to assess feasibility for

visual analysis and also use this modality to disclose online terrorist material. The biggest challenge is the

low quality of images used on the dark web. For more information about this technology:

https://cflw.com/dwm

To participate in future virtual Knowledge Hub meetings, please email: anti-finter@cflw.com
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Virtual Learning Environment

Over the past year, with guidance from the University of Limerick (ULIM), the Anti-Fin-Ter project has

carefully curated a training environment that delivers awareness and competency in detecting Terrorist

Finance activities funded through Crypto Currencies. The combined effort of expertise between each

training partner provides participants with a dynamic, efficient and tailored learning experience, all

accessible through a digital Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). 
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There are two phases of development, the

initial in-house train-the-trainer phase and

a final training session delivered to a

broader external group of participants. The

initial training phase provides an

opportunity to gain invaluable feedback on

the learning experience. This project's initial

phase has concluded successfully, with

valuable input/feedback from each

consortium member. The project's second

phase requires the training team to address

the feedback and comments made during

the initial phase and make improvements to

the VLE where appropriate. As a result, the

final version of the VLE will be an engaging,

dynamic and informative environment,

highly tuned for training purposes.

The course structure guides participants through both the wider socio-economic context and the overall

environment and the technical solutions created by consortium partners. This two-layered approach

provides participants and stakeholders with the rationale behind the overarching concepts behind

cryptocurrencies and their uses in terrorism finance before delivering the solutions and technical methods

to detect these offending activities. In addition, this two-layered course delivery supports an iterative

learning approach whereby participants must engage with the digital material before continuing to the next

phase or module. This learning structure reinforces a participant's knowledge of the subject matter, as

progression must meet a competency standard before traversing to other modules. The consortium

provides participants with the material necessary to complete each module through a digital or pre-

recorded lecture and slides, contextualized reading material, forum discussion and a multiple-choice quiz.
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GROUPS
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Anti-FinTer Synergies

The Anti-FinTer project has created a strong link with the CTC Project for

potential collaborations as well as joint events and activities.

The Cut The Cord -CTC (GA 101036276) project is an EU-ISF-Police funded project with 30 months

duration that kicked off in November 2021. Its consortium consists of 10 partners from across Europe. It

aims at preventing and disrupting terrorism financing through a public-private cooperation enhancement,

capacity building and preparedness of the end-users regarding Countering Terrorism Financing. CTC will

provide technical solutions based on Artificial Intelligence tools for data acquisition and analysis of financial

transactions (e.g., cryptocurrency transactions). To achieve the above objectives and in order to maximize

the applicability and usability of CTC, the project aspires to form a strong Stakeholder Community, with

members from key group audiences such as Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), Financial Intelligence Units

(FIUs), Financial Authorities and payment Services, Cryptocurrency Anti Money Laundering Organisations

and Policy Makers and more.

Cut The Cord (CTC)

CTC project's social media:

The Anti-Finter’s Visual Analytics tools, namely a) the “Image Classification Tool” and b) the “Image

Indexing Tool”, aim to provide efficient and robust near-real-time solutions for intelligence and forensic

purposes, targeting to efficiently and reliably process the very large amounts of collected information and to

provide valuable insights to the system end-users. The “Image Classification Tool” can be used to detect

semantic entities of interest in visual content, based on visual processing algorithms for dealing with the

recognition and accurate characterization of entities (objects/concepts/events) related to terrorism financing

cases, e.g., illicit goods in images from the Dark net and illegal Web markets. The Image Indexing Tool can

be used for fast evidence-based search; it deploys sophisticated Big Data indexing schemes for large-scale

multimedia retrieval, while elegantly combines significantly reduced storage and computation requirements

with high retrieval performance.

Visual Analytics Tools
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CONSORTIUM

This project was funded by the European Union’s Internal Security Fund — Police under the Grant
Agreement No. 101036262
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